ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA & INFORMATION FOR PART-I CANDIDATES OF MD/MS/ M.MEd./M.PHIL (except M.Phil PSM) & MTM/DIPLOMA COURSES FOR JULY’2014 SESSION

1. All Govt./Autonomous candidates should know Deputation rules/Study leave rules of their employer.

2. Candidates must have:
   
   i. a. MBBS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC) for all courses except courses of Dental Faculty.

   b. BDS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC) for courses of Dental Faculty only.

   ii. Internship certificate of one year.

   iii. Completed one year after internship.

   iv. BMDC Permanent registration certificate valid upto 30 June’2015.

3. Maximum 45 years age as on 30 June’2014, except for M.MEd. where there is no age limit.

4. Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be submitted).

(Prof. Md. Ruhul Amin Miah)
Pro-Vice Chancellor (Academic)
and
Chairman of the Admission & Exams. Co-Ordination Committee
BSMMU, Shahbagh, Dhaka.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA & INFORMATION FOR PART-I CANDIDATES OF MPH & M.PHIIL PSM COURSE FOR JULY 2014 SESSION

1. All Govt./Autonomous candidates should know Deputation rules/Study leave rules of their employer.

2. **Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be submitted).**

3. **Candidates having the following criteria can apply for courses mentioned below:**
   i. MBBS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC).
   ii. Internship certificate of one year.
   iii. Completed one year after internship.
   iv. BMDC Permanent registration certificate valid upto 30 June’2015.

**Name of courses:**

a. M.Phil PSM course

b. MPH Courses :
   i. Community Medicine (CM)
   ii. Epidemiology
   iii. Community Nutrition (CN)
   iv. Health Promotion and Health Education (HP & HE)
   v. Health Service Management and Policy (HSMP)
   vi. Hospital Management (HM)
   vii. Occupational and Environmental Health (OEH) and
   viii. Reproductive and Child Health (RCH)

4. **Candidates having the following criteria can apply for courses mentioned below:**
   i. BDS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC).
   ii. Internship certificate of one year.
   iii. Completed one year after internship.
   iv. BMDC Permanent registration certificate valid upto 30 June’2015.

**Name of courses:**

a. M.Phil PSM course

b. MPH Courses :
   i. Community Nutrition (CN)
   ii. Health Promotion and Health Education (HP & HE)
   iii. Health Service Management and Policy (HSMP)
   iv. Hospital Management (HM)
   v. Reproductive and Child Health (RCH)

5. Candidates having Bachelors degree in (i) Physiotherapy, (ii) Nursing, (iii) Health Technology, (iv) Ayurvedic / Unani and (v) Homeopathy from any recognized Medical Institute, are only eligible to apply in the following MPH courses under Faculty of Preventive and Social Medicine:
   j. Community Nutrition (CN)
   ii. Health Promotion and Health Education (HP & HE)
   iii. Health Service Management and Policy (HSMP)
   iv. Hospital Management (HM)
   v. Reproductive and Child Health (RCH)

6. Maximum 45 years age as on 30 June’2014,

(Prof. Md. Ruhul Amin Miah)
Pro-Vice Chancellor (Academic) and
Chairman of the Admission &
Exams. Co-Ordination Committee
BSMMU, Shahbagh, Dhaka.
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA & INFORMATION FOR MD/MS FINAL PART CANDIDATES FOR JULY’2014 SESSION

1. All Govt./Autonomous candidates should know Deputation rules/Study leave rules of their employer.
2. Candidates already in service should apply through proper channel.
3. Candidates with FCPS/MD/MS in major subjects can be enrolled in Final Part of MD/MS in the following affiliated Medical Colleges/Institutes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Medical College/Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Critical Care Medicine</td>
<td>Dhaka Medical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Neuro-Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Endocrinology &amp; Metabolism</td>
<td>BIRDEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neonatology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>Chittagong Medical College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Urology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Surgical Oncology</td>
<td>National Institute of Cancer Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Radiation Oncology</td>
<td>&amp; Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Paediatric Nephrology</td>
<td>NIKDU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, candidates with FCPS/MD/MS or equivalent degree will not be eligible to MD/MS - Final Part courses in the same subject in which the above qualification was obtained.

4. Eligible candidates will be notified to appear before an interview board. They are not required to sit for written test. Original documents must be submitted at the time of interview.

5. BMDC Permanent registration certificate (renewed upto 30 June’2015) with endorsement of postgraduate degree.

6. Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be enclosed with the application).

7. Documents to be submitted with application (attested photocopies):
   i. One copy of recent passport size photograph.
   ii. FCPS/MD/MS or equivalent degree pass certificate.
   iii. BMDC permanent registration certificate (renewed upto 30 June’2015 with endorsement of postgraduate degree).
   iv. Order of first posting in the government service (where applicable).
   v. Appointment letter & Joining report at the first place of posting in Government Service/Semi Govt. / Autonomous bodies (where applicable).
   vi. Last deputation order (where applicable).
   vii. Original Money receipt.

(Prof. Md. Ruhul Amin Miah)
Pro-Vice Chancellor (Academic) and Chairman of the Admission & Exams. Co-Ordination Committee BSMMU, Shahbagh, Dhaka.
Application Form for admission into
MD/MS Final-Part for July-2014 session

Instruction: Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be enclosed with the application).

To be filled in by the candidate (in capital letters):

- [ ] Course:
- [ ] Faculty:
- [ ] Subject:
- [ ] Name of Medical College / Institute:

To be scrutinized by the Chairman of the department for eligibility of a candidate appearing at the interview Board:

- Requisite papers:
  - SSC or equivalent certificate: Yes/No
  - MBBS/BDS/Postgraduate equivalent Degree Certificate: Yes/No
  - Internship certificate: Yes/No
  - BMDC permanent registration certificate (renewed up to 30th June 2015): Yes/No
  - Order of first posting in the government service (where applicable): Yes/No
  - Appointment letter & Joining report at the first place of posting: Yes/No
  - Last deputation order (where applicable): Yes/No
  - One year after withdrawal from the course (if any): Yes/No

Remarks: Eligible / Not Eligible (Tick as applicable)

Decision of Departmental Selection Board after interview of a candidate

Selected

Not Selected

(Tick if selected and cross if not selected in above box)

Member-Secretary

Member

Chairman/Head of the Dept.

(Signature of the Members of Departmental Exam. Committee with official seal)

1. (F) Full name of the candidate (in capital letter)

2. (F) Father’s/Husband’s Name

3. (F) Mother’s Name

4. (F) Age

5. (F) Present Official Address

6. (F) Present Mailing Address

Signature & Seal of Departmental Chairman/Head of the Dept.

Date: 02-08-2014
১। জাতীয়তা (Nationality) ...........................

২। এমএসি/এমএস/এমএসিইএস/এমএসিওটিএস/এমএসিওটিইসি/এমএসিওটিইস্যুমাস পরিক্রমা উদ্ধৃতি হওয়ার তালিকা

৩। ইন্টারনেট/ইন্টারনেট ড্রাইভ এর সমস্তক্ষ ও পাঠ্যকার

৫০। অধিকারী/বিদ্যালয়ের/কার্যক্রমের প্রতিযোগিতা কর্মকর্তা হলে পদক্ষেপ নেওয়া ও বিশ্বাস কর্তা হওয়ার তালিকা

১১। পুর্বে কোন প্রাক্তন কোর্সে ভুট্টত্ত্ব/রিপোর্ট প্রদান করেছেন কিনা?

১২। সর্বশেষ ডেয়ার/কোর্সে পাঠ্যকোর্সের তালিকা

আপনি এখানে যে কোনো তালিকা করতে পারেন, সেই মাত্র তালিকা প্রদান করুন ও কোনো কোর্সে অধ্যয়নরত নাই (প্রতিযোগিতা ব্যাপারে বিশ্বসনীয় প্রতিযোগিতা করুন)

......

আবেদনকারীর যাচ্য

বিএসএমএইচ অনুমোদনের জন্য প্রয়োজন

এই সার্তে প্রতিযোগিতা করা যাচ্ছে যে, আবেদনকারী বিবেকানন্দ অনুমোদনের জন্য কোর্সে অধ্যয়নরত আছেন/ কোনো কোর্সে অধ্যয়নরত নাই (প্রতিযোগিতা ক্ষেত্রে টিম চিহ্ন দিন)

......

বিভাগীয় চেয়ারম্যানের যাচ্য

ঈলান

তিনি এই বিয়ারিয়ালসের এক জন চিত্তবন্ধক/ প্রবেশ পাশনী এবং কোর্সে অধ্যয়নরত আছেন/ কোনো কোর্সে অধ্যয়নরত নাই (প্রতিযোগিতা ক্ষেত্রে টিম চিহ্ন দিন)

......

পরিচালক (হাসপাতাল) এর যাচ্য

ঈলান

আবেদনপত্রের সাথে যে কোনো প্রয়োজনীয় কাগজপত্র জন্য লিখিত হবে:

(৫) এক কপি সন্ধান তুলনা পাদপাদটি সাইকের ছবি।

(৬) "SB No. 0947101136920 A/C Examination Management & Misc. Fund BSMMU Pubali Bank Ltd., Shahbagh Branch, Dhaka" এর অভিব্যক্তি জমাকৃত আকারবদ্ধ ৩,০০০/- (সন্ধান হাজার) টাকার মূল রূপিশ।

(৭) বহিরাদন অনুমোদন নিয়োগের প্রাথমিক মূল প্রস্তাব উদ্ধৃতি কর্মকর্তার অধ্যয়ন এবং সৌভাগ্যের সীলসাহ।

(৮) নির্নিমিত কাগজটির স্থায়ীত্ব হেতুঃ প্রোটোকোর্সের সাথে জন্ম লিখিত হবে।

১। নির্মাণ ও ওয়ার্ডন পররং স্থায়ীত্ব কপি (প্রয়োজন প্রস্তুত)

২। জন্ম তারিখ নিয়ন্ত্রণ এসএসএস স্ট্রীটফিকেট বা সামাজিক স্ট্রীটফিকেট

৩। এমএসি/এমএস/এমএসিইএস/এমএসিওটিএস/এমএসিওটিইস্যু সামাজিক স্ট্রীটফিকেট

৪। বিশ্বাসরক্ষিত বিয়ারিয়ালের স্ট্রীটফিকেট (renewed up to 30th June 2015)

৫। সরকারী/ বিএসএমএইচ/ যাত্রাবর্ধন প্রতিযোগিতার চারকেবার নির্মাণের আদেশ এবং প্রথম প্রদানশীল

৬। সর্বশেষ সরকারী/ বিএসএমএইচ/ যাত্রাবর্ধন প্রতিযোগিতার ডেপুটেন্ড/ রিপোর্ট প্রধান পরিচালনা আদেশ

هام প্রক্রিয়া আবেদনকারীর সাথে সামগ্রিক সাক্ষাৎকার প্রতিযোগিতার কপি জন্য লিখিত হলে তিনি পূর্বে সকল পরিক্রমা মূল সদস্যতাও ও মামঝির প্রদর্শন করা হবে।
ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA & INFORMATION FOR FOREIGN CANDIDATES FOR JULY'2014 SESSION

1. Foreign candidates must have-
   i. MBBS/BDS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC).
   ii. Internship Certificate of one year.
   iii. Completion of one year after internship.
   iv. Permanent Registration certificate from the Medical & Dental Council of their respective countries.
   v. IELTS score of minimum 5.0. IELTS will not be required for the candidates completed courses in English Medium.
   vi. Maximum 45 years age as on 30 June 2014.
   
   Note: Any Lacking of information or document, the application will not be accepted.

2. Other Information:
   i. Should apply through respective High Commission/Embassy in Bangladesh.
   ii. Must submit 02 copies of photographs, attested photocopy of passport with all documents as mentioned in para 1 (attested photocopies of all certificates) and an application fee of **US$ 100.00** (non refundable) in favor of 'SWIFT: PUBABDDHH, 'SB No. 0947101136920, A/C Examination Management & Misc Fund BSMMU, Pubali Bank Ltd., Shahbagh Branch, Dhaka. or equivalent Bangladeshi Taka of **US$ 100.00** (non refundable) in favor of 'SB No. 0947101136920, A/C Examination Management & Misc Fund BSMMU, Pubali Bank Ltd., Shahbagh Branch, Dhaka. Application form & information can also be obtained from web site www.bsmmu.edu.bd After filling up, the form is to be submitted along with the deposited money receipt to the office of the Controller of Examinations, Room No-105, Block-B, 1st Floor, BSMMU, Shahbagh, Dhaka.
   iii. Their MBBS/BDS/postgraduate equivalent degree certificate will be required to get equivalency recognition from BMDC (Bangladesh Medical & Dental Council).
   iv. **Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be enclosed with the application).**
   v. All eligible candidates shall have to appear before an interview board.
   vi. The University authority may not provide hostel accommodation for the selected candidates.

(Prof. Md. Ruhul Amin Miah)
Pro-Vice Chancellor (Academic) and Chairman of the Admission & Exams. Co-Ordination Committee
Application Form for admission into
MD/MS/M.Phil/MPH/M.MEd/MTM/Diploma Courses for July-2014 session

Instructions:
1. Foreign students can apply for the courses available in BSMMU/affiliated Medical Colleges/institutes
2. Students already in a course can not apply, but they are eligible to apply one year after withdrawal from the course (copy of withdrawal letter is to be enclosed with the application).

To be filled in by the candidate (in capital letters)
Course :
Faculty :
Discipline :
BSMMU/Medical College / Institute:

To be scrutinized by the Chairman of the department for eligibility of a candidate for appearing at the interview board

Requisite papers :
- Certificate of MBBS/BDS or equivalent degree (recognized by BMDC) : Yes/No
- Internship Certificate of one year : Yes/No
- Completion of one year after internship : Yes/No
- Permanent Registration certificate from the Medical & Dental Council of their respective countries : Yes/No
- IELTS score of minimum 5.0. IELTS will not be required for the candidates completed courses in English Medium : Yes/No
- Applied through respective High Commission/Embassy in Bangladesh : Yes/No
- Maximum 42 years age as on 30th June, 2014 : Yes/No
- Attested photocopy of passport : Yes/No
- One year after withdrawal from the course (if any) : Yes/No
- Remarks: Eligible/Not Eligible (Tick as applicable)

Decision of Departmental Selection Board after interview of a candidate

Selected
Not selected

(Tick if selected and cross if not selected in above box)

Member-Secretary
Member
Chairman/Head of the Dept.

(Signature of the Members of Departmental Exam. Committee with official seal)

(All information are to be filled in capital letters)

01. Full name of the candidate :
02. Father's/Husband's Name :
03. Mother's Name :
04. Date of Birth :
05. Nationality :
06. Passport No. (Place of Issue, Date of Issue & Date of expiry) :
07. Religion :
08. Marital Status :

Continued Page - 2
10. Permanent Home Address (if different)

11. Academic Record

12. Training & Experiences

13. Permission / Clearance by the respective Mission / Embassy

14. Mention IELTS score (with certificate)

15. Are you currently in a course?

16. Studied any Postgraduate course before?

17. Date of Completion of last course (if any)

References: Please mention name and address with contact numbers of two referees who are capable of informing about your academic and professional competence.

1. ........................................................................ 2. ........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

Declaration:

I declare that all the information answered and provided in this application form by me is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

My application will be cancelled if any information mentioned above is found to be false or incomplete.

__________________  ____________________
Student’s signature  Date

Enclosures:

- Money receipt for application fee of US$ 100 (one hundred) or equivalent BDT of US$ 100 is to be enclosed.
- Two copies of recent passport size photograph.
- Passport photocopy.
- No objection certificate.
- Other documents as mentioned under eligibility.
- Photocopies without attestation are not acceptable.
- This form and attachments should be returned to the Controller of Examinations Block-B, Room No. 105 (1st floor) Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University, Shahbag, Dhaka-1000, Bangladesh.